Online form to request CHANGE TO OTHER (NON-FOR) DETAILS of an existing journal

This form is designed to formalise requests to the ABDC Journals Mini Review Panel 2016 seeking a change in one of the basic administrative fields of an academic journal which is currently already included in the ABDC Journal Quality List 2013 (e.g. an incorrect title, an incorrect ISSN, an incorrect web address, an incorrect start date etc). Please complete a separate form relating to each journal for which you wish to make a submission of this type.

Publication Information

Journal Title: Bulletin for International Taxation
Revised Title:
ISSN: 1819-5490
ISSN Online: 2352-9202
Year of Inception: 1946

Nature of Submission

Submitter type: Individual Submission
Submitter Name: Kristy-Lee Davis
Submitter Email: k.davis@griffith.edu.au
Institutional Affiliation: Griffith University